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WHAT IS DISPLACEMENT?

• Displacement is to move something from its place or position

• Displacement is to be “lost”

• Displacement is everything



THINGS TO THINK ABOUT 

• Does the word “displacement” relate to us?

• Are we displaced?

• Do we know ourselves?

• Do we know where we are going?

• Do we know where we want to end up?



WORKSHOP IDEA – PART ONE

I want to create something imaginative, creative and 
something that everyone can contribute to.

Firstly there will be multiple categories, for example, who, 
what, where, when, how and why. Each one of us as 

individuals will be given a category at random and with this 
we will let our imagination run wild.



EXAMPLES
Who – can write about yourself, about someone you know or a 

completely made up person. Come up with your own character.

What – what's happening in this displaced place, what is this made 
up character doing. Come up with a plot like idea.

Where – where is this displaced place based, talk about the 
setting, can be completely made up.

When – what period are we in, can be past or present, could be a 
completely made up date.



CHARACTER IDEAS 



WHERE ARE WE?



PART TWO  

Once we have our base for our imaginary displaced place, 
we will then brainstorm as a group or individually about our 

title, what should our displaced place be called?

After our brainstorming, we will have a look and talk about 
what we have all came up with, each person can take turns 
to discuss their imaginative ideas. Hopefully doing this will 

give us an overall idea about our displaced place. 



PART THREE 

With our final ideas, we will then spend the reminding time of the 
class to go away individually in the creative arts room and respond 

creatively to our ideas as a whole.

Examples of what you can do to respond; write a poem about the 
character, or place in our fantasy world

Can produce a short story about our fantasy world 

Can design and create the characters (a character profile)

Can draw what you picture the area to look like

YOU CAN CREATE ANYTHING 



WHAT INSPIRED THIS?



PART FOUR – THE FINAL 

After our creative interpretation, we will then come together 
as a group again and share our thoughts and ideas and the 

work that we have created, these can then either go home with 
you or possibly be displayed around the creative arts room.

I am hoping with this workshop we can create a further sense 
of imagination, and to feel like a child again by making up 

a completely new place, person and idea. 

Thankyou for listening. 


